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ABSTRACT 

The gravitational field I potential equations are derived of ECE2 theory and 

applied to counter gravitation. It is shown that the gravitational force between m and M can 

vanish under well defined conditions, and can become positive, so m repels M, and a craft 

may be lifted off the ground by an on board electric device. The antisymmetry laws ofECE2 

are derived and used to derive the Newtonian equivalence principle form geometry. The 

theory of spin connection resonance is developed and shown to result in zero gravitation. The 

Aharonov Bohm effects of vacuum ECE2 theory are developed. 

Keywords: Development ofECE2 theory, gravitational field I potential equations, counter 

gravitation, antisymmetry laws, derivation of the equivalence principle, vacuum ECE2 theory. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent papers of this series { 1 - 12} the ECE2 theory has been developed and 

applied to derive the field I potential equations of electrodynamics. In Section 2, ECE2 is 

applied to find the field I potential equations of gravitation. It is shown that the latter can 

produce zero or repulsive gravitation under well defined conditions, and that counter 

gravitation can be designed with an on board electrical device. The antisymmetry laws of 

ECE2 are derived and shown to result immediately in the Newtonian equivalence principle, 

thus deriving it from geometry. The EC2 theory allows potentials to exist in the absence of 

fields, Aharonov Bohm effects which are used to define the vacuum ECE2 theory needed to 

understand the principles of energy from spacetime. 

This paper should be read with its background notes posted with UFT318 on 

www.aias.us. Note 318(1) derives the gravitational field I potential equations from geometry 

and the methods of UFT313 to UFT317. Note 318(2) derives the anti symmetry principles 

from which the Newtonian equivalence principle follows directly. Note 318(3) gives the 

ECE2 theory of spin connection resonance, which is applied to counter gravitation in Note 

318( 4 ). The ECE2 theory is applied to the Aharonov Bohm effects in Note 318( 5), giving the 

basics of the vacuum ECE2 theory. Notes 318( 6) and 318(7) develop the theory of zero 

gravitational force between m and M, and repulsion between m and M. 

Section 3 is a numerical and graphical analysis of the main results of Section 2. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF ECE2 

Following the principles and methods developed in the immediately preceding 

papers UFT313 to UFT31 7 it is possible to infer the gravitational field equations of ECE2 

theory, which have the same structure as the electromagnetic field equations. The four 



gravitational field equations of ECE2 theory are as follows: 
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Here g is the gravitational field, G is Newton's constant, ;? is the mass density, J 
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is the current of mass density, g is the gravitomagnetic field, (n is the 
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gravitomagnetic mass density, and .......-..Sl is the current of gravitomagnetic mass density. In 

- these equations: 
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where the tetrad and spin connection four vectors are respectively 
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The field potential relations are 
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and where the gravitational v~ :ur po~entir~ ~ _ J c Q) . _ ( \ ~) 
In electrodynamics it is almost always assumed that the magnetic charge current 

density is zero. The parallel assumption in ECE2 gravitational theory leads to a simpler set of 

equations: 
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whose structure is superficially similar to the Maxwell Heaviside (MH) equations of 

electrodynamics. However, Eqs. ( \ ~ ) to ( \ b ) are equations of a generally covariant 

unified field theory (ECE2 theory). 

From Eqs. ( l S) and ( \ b ): ( ) ~ / d (r-, \ 
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which is the equation of conservation of mass current density in ECE2 theory. 

In the Newtonian universal gravitation, it is known experimentally that: 
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Eq. ( ~).)shows how ECE2 reduces to the N~wtonian theory. In the latter theory, the only 

field equations used are: 
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together with the Newtonian equivalence principle: 
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Eq. ()...))in the Newtonian theory is a theoretically unproven assumption. It happens to 

produce the experimental data. In ECE2 however Eq. ( lS) can be derived from geometry 

and antisymmetry as follows. 

Consider the ECE2 generalizations of the Coulomb and Newton laws: 
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where ~ is the electric charge density, E the electric field strength in volts per metre, 

and f 0 the vacuum S. I. permittivity. The electric field strength is defined by: 

where the electromagnetic four potential is: 

Pt~ cr~ 



The anti symmetry laws { 1 - 12} of ECE2 are therefore 
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The Newtonian equivalence principle ( :l,S ) follows immediately from Eq. ( 3>3 ): 
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where the gravitational potential ofNewtonian universal gravitation is: 
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It follows that the spin connection vector is: 

Similarly in electrostatics: 
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and the spin connection vector is again: 
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In the absence of a vector potential: 
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Eq. ( 4~) becomes an undamped Euler Bernoulli equation with the following choice of 

electric charge density: 

whose solution is: 

Eq. ( ~0\.) reduces to the Poisson equation ofNewtonian dynamics: .( l(? _ ( Scl~ 
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The acceleration due to the gravity of a laboratory mass m in ECE2 theory is: 
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In the Z axis: - (s~) 

so: 

it follows that: 

and 
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In this condition there is no gravitational attraction between m and M. 

The gravitational potential energy in joules of the mass m is: 
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and the electrostatic potential energy of a charge e is: 
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This equation shows that gravitation can be engineered by an on board device that 
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In the Z axis: 

and so: 

giving the ac;_eleration due to gravity: W,_ 
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and 

Numerical solutions ofthese equations are given in Section 3. 

From Eqs. ( \ \ ) and ( b 8 ) the gravitational potential is: 

There is no gravitational force between m and M if In.._ is zero, so in this case: 
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and the electric field strength needed for condition ( tl) is: 
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When the electric field strength of an on board device contained within a vehicle of mass m is 

tuned to condition ( ll ), the g forces between m and M vanish. The vehicle is no longer 

> 
attracted to the earth's mas·M. Finally the condition for a positive g is a negative spin 

•' 

connection , so usmg: 
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it becomes positive, or repulsive, when 

d-.0_ Lo > 
In this condition the mass m lifts off the ground. 

Finally in this section, the ECE2 vacuum theory is developed briefly with the 

equations: 
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are the conditions for the well known Aharonov Bohrn effects, potentials are observed 

experimentally to exist in the absence of fields. These are the ECE2 vacuum potentials 

describing the electromagnetic energy present in spacetime (the ECE2 vacuum). By 
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-If it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that: 

there are three equations in three unknowns: _ _ (~g \ 
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and these can be solved numerically, giving. r , .::2 and c.> 
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The ECE2 vacuum can be thought of as being made up of photons with energy momentum: 
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The Einstein I de Broglie equations of the ECE2 vacuum are: 
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where m is the mass of the photon and where the Lorentz factor is: 
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The ECE fermion equation { 1 - 12} can be used to describe the interaction of the ECE2 

photons with a circuit modelled by one electron. In UFT311 the circuit design needed to take 

energy from the ECE vacuum was described in all detail and excellent agreement found 

between ECE and data. 

3. NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL ANSL YSIS 

(Section by co authors Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom) 
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3 Numerical and graphical analysis

The conditions that no gravitational force between masses m and M should exist
are given by Eqs.(74) and (75):

tan(kZZ) = 2
ωZ

kZ
, (96)

∂φe
∂Z

= −2ωZφe. (97)

From Eq.(97) a solution for φe can be determined which has to be inserted in
Eq.(77) to give a charge density

ρe = φe(k
2
Z − k20). (98)

A consistency problem seems to remain because ρe was assumed to be strictly
periodic by Eq.(46) which cannot be guaranteed by this approach, but we will
see that the above conditions need only to be ful�lled at a certain point Z which
is de�ned by kZ to let the gravitational force vanish.

In Eqs.(96-97) the spin connection ωZ appears for which we have to introduce
a model. For obtaining an Euler-Bernoulli equation, k0 has to be a constant.
This means, that the divergence of ωz has to be constant as follows from Eq.(45).
Therefore we make the �rst approach

ωZ =
Z

Z2
0

(99)

with a new constant Z0. The squared constant in the denominator is required
to obtain the right physical dimension 1/m. Eq.(97) then has the solution

φe (Z) = φ0 e
− Z2

Z0
2 (100)
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with a constant φ0. From (96) follows

tan (kZ Z) =
2ωZ

kZ
=

2Z

kZ Z0
2 . (101)

This is a transcendental equation. Approximating the tangens function by the
�rst two terms of its taylor expansion around zero:

tan (kZ Z) ≈ k0 Z +
k30 Z

3

3
(102)

leads to an equation of third order which has the only non-trivial, positive
solution

Z =

√
3
√
2− kZ2 Z0

2

kZ
2 Z0

. (103)

This means that the gravitational force can only be suppressed at this value of
the Z coordinate. The potential φe has to be tuned to have the suitable value
for this Z. Both depend on the wave number kZ which can be choosen freely
in principle. The dependence of this Z value on kZ is graphed in Fig. 1 for
parameters Z0 = 1 m, φ0 = 100 V. It is important to note that Z is de�ned
only below a maximum value of kZ . The dependence of φe on kZ is shown in
Fig. 2. There is an onset at a minimal wave number. For the method to work,
both Z(kZ) and φe(kZ) need an overlapping kZ range which is quite small in
this case at about 1.2/m. The curves additionally depend on Z0.

Another choice for ωZ could be

ωZ =
1

2 Z
(104)

which is valid for the Coulomb potential. Although this does not ful�ll condition
(45) for constancy, we used this to show the e�ect. Maybe one can restrict to
a small portion of Z where it is nearly constant. We furthermore use cartesian
coordinates. Then the solution for the electrical potential is

φe (Z) =
A0

Z
(105)

with a constant A0, i.e. a Coulomb-like potential. Eq.(96) gives a quartic
equation in Z with the only real-valued, non-negative solution

Z =

√√
21− 3√
2 kZ

=
0.88954361752413

kZ
. (106)

The resulting functions Z(kZ) and φe(kZ) are graphed in Figs. 3 and 4. There
is a broad overlapping range of kZ now.

As the third and last approach we derive ωZ directly from Eq.(96):

ωZ (Z) =
1

2
kz tan (kz Z) . (107)

Inserting this into (97) gives the astonishingly simple solution

φe (Z) = φ0 cos (kz Z) . (108)

By Eq.(98) this gives the original oscillating charge density ρe(Z). The tangens
function is linear near to Z = 0, so condition (45) is ful�lled too. This seems
more to be a consistency check because ωZ was chosen to ful�ll one of the zero
force conditions automatically.
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Figure 1: kZ dependency of Z coordinate for linear ωZ .

Figure 2: kZ dependency of φe for linear ωZ .
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Figure 3: kZ dependency of Z coordinate for hyperbolic ωZ .

Figure 4: kZ dependency of φe for hyperbolic ωZ .
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